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INTRODUCTION

Business innovation is a field that attracts
many people – academics as well as practi-

tioners – and consequently many theories and
explanations as to what makes it successful exist.
Innovators in innovation research (Christensen,
1997; Van de Ven et al., 1999) are quickly
acclaimed. Yet, no single perspective or ultimate
answer, nor a single well-accepted contingency

model has been decided upon, and differences
continue to exist (Autier, 1999). Our ambition is
to shed new light to the understanding of such
differences by introducing a new perspective on
business innovation – aesthetics.

Our paper reports the findings of a co-
sponsored research project to investigate the
nature of business innovation, i.e. the creation of
new sustainable business models. Building on

KEY WORDS

business aesthetics;
internal-process
innovation aesthetic;
external-jolt innova-
tion aesthetic;
organisational fit;
managing innova-
tion; ‘what feels
right’; sustainable
business cycle; Shell’s
Gamechanger; case
study; management
implications
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Aesthetics of business innovation:
Experiencing ‘internal process’

versus ‘external jolts’ 

SUMMARY This paper summarizes findings of a research project on business innovation. It
contrasts two forms of innovation – those of ‘internal process’ and ‘external jolt’.
We propose that their deployment depends on how managers responsible for
business innovation in large firms feel about, and sense and make sense of
innovation. The felt–sensed form of innovation that they find appealing or
with which they are comfortable, makes a big difference on what type of
innovation process is actually put in place, and is sometimes manifested in the
actual business model. Our ambition is to highlight these so-called ‘non-
rational’ aspects in innovation decision-making that, we propose, complement
– and sometimes shape – rational analyses determining managerial efforts to
innovate.
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earlier work on aesthetics, we found that the
sense managers make, in the sense-making
(Weick, 1995; Weick, 2000), and in the sensing-
feeling and forming-a-view meanings (Ramirez,
1987; Strati, 1999; Damasio, 2000; Schlag,
2002) of innovation contributes to determining
which innovation approach they enact. Their pre-
ferred sense of what innovation is, and how
appealing they find one mode of innovation to
be, will be manifested in terms of the way they
connect people and technology (Latour, 1998) to
enact their chosen mode of innovation.

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY AESTHETICS?
Aesthetics is a helpful way to understand how
people feel they have experienced different
approaches to something. Aesthetics assesses how
some feelings shape what is sensed, experienced,
apprehended, perceived, and conceived of. The
understanding aesthetics affords is not confined
to art, and has over recent years been applied to
organizations (Ramirez, 1987; Strati, 1999), to
decision-making at NASA (Feldman, 2000) and
to understand how judges interpret American law
(Schlag, 2002). Here we extend the use to appre-
ciate how managers determine which form of
innovation they feel most in tune with. This then
affects, and is affected by, which form of innova-
tion they implement.

Aesthetics is: ‘an experience that cognitively
and/or perceptually enables us to symbolize “felt
life” ’ (Langer, 1953/1979). A central idea in aes-
thetics is that for a given mind whatever objective
reality may exist, can only be in practice accessed
by that mind. The mind cannot know the reality
without it itself engaging the outside world and
interpreting it. Thus, the way in which we inter-
pret ‘reality’ depends on how our mind connects
with the data and information our minds experi-
ence (Ramirez, 1991). To quote Bateson (1972):
‘by aesthetic, I mean responsiveness to the pat-
tern that connects’. Connection between mind
and reality where we feel responsiveness (by us or
by reality) constitutes experiences we term aes-
thetic ones. The response to the pattern depends

upon how minds connect what they consider
vital to what they experience. For managers:

Aesthetics in organizational life, therefore,
concerns a form of human knowledge; and
specifically the knowledge yielded by the per-
ceptive faculties of hearing, sight, touch, smell
and taste, and by the capacity for aesthetic
judgment (Strati, 1999: 2)

This means that to study the aesthetics of busi-
ness innovation we describe how managers
respond to the pattern that connects a given
mode of experienced innovation efforts to their
feeling of what is vital (i.e., in life). To illustrate
what we mean, we quote Schlag’s comparable
analysis of how aesthetic experience operates in
the realm of law in the USA:

Law is an aesthetic enterprise. Before the ethi-
cal dreams and political ambitions ... can even
be articulated … aesthetics have already
shaped the medium within which those proj-
ects … work.                               (2002: 1049)

What I am after is the description of those
recurrent forms that shape the creation, appre-
hension, and identity of law. What is at stake
is to reveal the aesthetics within which Ameri-
can law is cast.                             (2002: 1051)

This is precisely what this paper attempts to do –
not for American law, but for innovation. We will
describe two different approaches of business
innovation in terms of their aesthetics. We
acknowledge the possibility that other aesthetic
forms of innovation may exist. The two forms we
centre on were found in the research we carried
out, and became apparent to us when the research
was completed. One approach we identified we
call the ‘internal-process’ aesthetic, the other the
‘external-jolt’ one. Our article provides an alterna-
tive explanation as to how, and to some extent
why, particular firms and managers select a specif-
ic way of organizing their innovation efforts.

Our approach does not mean we ignore more
standard explanations for how managers and
firms organize their innovation activities. The
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internal-process approach is often rationalized as
being effective (see e.g., Normann, 2000; Hed-
lund, 1986). Likewise, the external-jolt approach
also is argued to be effective (see e.g., Van der
Heijden, 1996). Our article wishes to contribute
to a richer picture of ways to organize innovation
by adding the aesthetics of innovation, e.g. in
terms of managers’ pathos and ethos (Strati,
1999), to the more traditional and rational 
arguments distinguishing, characterizing and eval-
uating each of the two approaches. While contin-
gency theorists (Woodward, 1965; Thompson,
1967; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967) attribute the
differences among innovation types on so-called
‘external’ or ‘objective’ conditions such as com-
plexity or type of technology, our findings suggest
that individual sensitivities may be as important
in determining the type of innovation that is
enacted.

Our ambition is to outline inherent character-
istics of two different archetypes or ‘ideal types’ in
the Weberian mode of ‘aesthetic managers’ (Dob-
son, 1999: 126) by outlining how different man-
agers sense good innovation management.
Organizational culture and professional identity
as well as personal taste are factors that contribute
to our capacity to feel things and possibilities.
Feelings we are comfortable with shape our pref-
erences. Cognitive psychology and neurology are
making great contributions to increase the under-
standing of how this works (Damasio, 2000). In
this paper we aim to survey the results of these
differences in the field of business innovation.

METHODOLOGY
The innovation research project that makes the
empirical foundation of this article used several
complementary methodological techniques. The
project was launched in 1999 and finalized in
2000. Its aim was to explore the nature of busi-
ness innovation by combining theoretical find-
ings and conclusions with managerial experience.
To achieve this, the project group included aca-
demics as well as managers with the aim of inte-
grating the knowledge and experience from these

two fields of expertise. There were two parallel
and mutually rewarding objectives. One was
directly focused on normative advice for man-
agers and firms. The other one was aimed to
deepen the conceptual understanding of business
innovation. Both approaches underlie this article.

The research group initiated the project by
defining the main issues and questions that were
to be studied. A set of introductory interviews
with managers were made with the ambition to
develop a preliminary understanding of how
practitioners viewed business innovation. In par-
allel, a literature review was undertaken to under-
stand how research academics view these issues.
The objective was to use a grounded theory
approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1968) to build an
initial understanding via constructive dialogue
between theory and practice, and thus develop
better insights as to how business innovation
forms are characterized and chosen. Our ground-
ed theory approach meant that we continuously
and simultaneously sought theoretical models
and empirical examples that informed each other.
Our data was mostly qualitative. The combi-
nation of theory and practice helped us produce
our findings. In essence, our methodological
approach depended on our own ability to be
empathetic, imaginative, and able to put our-
selves in the managers’ ‘shoes’ (Strati, 1999: 54).

Further interviews with managers and experts
led to propositions that served as input to two
workshops that were held in The Hague and in
Stockholm. The workshops were attended by
some twenty managers and half a dozen academ-
ics. The co-sponsors were Shell International, the
European Patent Office, Sonera, and Wartsila.
Henry Mintzberg, Richard Normann, Wally
Olins and Kees Van Der Heijden contributed to
the study. The project was led by Rafael Ramirez
and managed by Lennart Nordfors of the Service
Management Group. This article, which is a by-
product of the original contract research, presents
how managers approach business innovation by
using aesthetics to understand and describe their
preferences.
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WHY AN AESTHETIC APPROACH?
Initially our study aimed at researching how large
MNC’s worked with business innovation, i.e.
how they managed their attempts to transform
their basic business model or business logic. The
search for the most important issues was broad
and open at first. As the research and discussions
evolved it became clear the firms and their man-
agers choose between different models and that
the choices are not superficial, but deep. The dif-
ferences seemed to us to be quite fundamental,
and thus we had to look for roots (Pepper, 1942).
We have called the two that we found most
prominent the ‘internal-process aesthetic’, and
‘the external-jolt aesthetic’, respectively. When we
asked managers what determined which of the
two they preferred and actually deployed, their
answers clearly indicated how important feelings
and intuition were in determining their choice.
Examples of answers include:

All managers are guilty of judging ideas by who
generated them, rather than the substance of
the idea. It is very difficult to separate emo-
tional feelings about the originator from the
idea itself. This may come from preconceptions
about the individual’s motives for proposing
the innovation, personal dislike, historical
arguments, perceived difficulties about selling
the idea to one’s boss due to his preconceptions
about the idea generator and so on. (Innova-
tion is) a very emotional business.

If you have a problem, the Army will want to
invade, the Air Force will want to bomb and
the Navy will want a blockade. In business, a
lawyer will suggest a legal remedy, an engineer
a technical remedy, a financier a financial one
and so on. How can we confront these identi-
ties, deep seated in personal knowledge and
professional history?

Our mindset is the most powerful tool enab-
ling – or obstructing – innovation.

Such views made us notice how significant the
personal feelings appeared to be. From a rational

perspective, the risk of not being the firm who in
the end commercially exploits an internally gen-
erated business innovation often made managers
prefer the internal-process approach over the
external-jolt one. Still, even in these cases the
motivation contained an element of personal feel-
ing for key managers. As for the external-jolt
approach, the personal drive for managers to
engage external people and groups known for
their creativity and novel thinking was obvious.
Ignoring individual biases centred upon gut feel
and sensed opportunity, and pretending that all
choices followed the tenets of contingency theory
rationally, did not appear possible for us. Perhaps,
we wondered, all in all, our research signalled
that strong personal and subjective arguments
possibly determined which approach would be
chosen above all else – and that these would then
be dressed up as rational arguments ex-post. Our
acquaintance with the aesthetic approach to
organization made us more attentive to these
aspects and this possibility. In any case, aesthetics
provided a compelling conceptual framework to
account for the differences in choice when man-
agers select a preferred business innovation mode.
We next explain the two models – the internal-
process aesthetic and the external-jolt one – that
were found in our study.

INTERNAL-PROCESS AESTHETIC
The internal-process innovation aesthetic is often
manifested as a well-oiled mechanism that screens
and supports ideas. It is typically depicted as 
a ‘funnel’ (Figure 1). At the broad end of the fun-
nel ideas are brought in, they are selected in a
screening process, and those that are retained
become projects that are supported through vari-
ous stages such as ‘proof of concept’, ‘prototyp-
ing’, and then ‘launching of pilots’, before they
are ‘adopted’ and ‘scaled up’ into actual business
initiatives. Those business initiatives that are kept
are considered ‘innovations’, those that are spun
out are considered ‘ventures’. A well-known and
well-developed example is Shell’s ‘Gamechanger’
process.
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Shell’s ‘Gamechanger’ process manifests the
extent to which the internal innovation aesthetic
is focused on managing the risk of loosing busi-
ness opportunities from ideas a-priori assumed to
be inherently good. Innovation in this aesthetic
involves a conversion of captured promises to
something real. The internally managed process
converts ideas it seeks and elicits, then screens
these according to the perceived – often felt –
potential they have of becoming viable business-
es, and it excludes ideas it screens as unworkable
into rejections. While ‘Gamechanger’ does not do
much about the quality of the ideas it receives

spontaneously, it does make efforts to elicit 
good ones through ‘ideation’ workshops around
given themes, such as ‘cities and their future’
(Table 1).

Impacting managerial behavior
The internal process innovation aesthetic also
focuses on influencing managerial behavior. It
mobilizes the structure and systems within an
organization to initiate, evaluate, select, support,
and husband successful business innovation. This
aesthetic is directed at initiatives whereby an
organization’s innovation efforts are channelled
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TABLE 1: KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERNAL
PROCESS INNOVATION

Important aspects of the conversion process in
the aesthetic process innovation aesthetic:

• High input : output ratio
• Internal financing secures early stages, external 

(BU) financing must be found in later stages
• Peer reviews of ideas and proposals
• Budget to continuously ‘angel finance’ early seed 

stages is not tied to the normal budget process
• Year-around submission and treatment of ideas
• Clear stages with hurdles and pre-set time limits 

for each hurdle
• Multi-competence based staffing including 

external actors when needed, marshalled into 
credibly competent panels that decide whether 
hurdles are cleared

• Degree of change is an important evaluation 
feature (incremental innovation is not included – 
considered part and parcel of ‘every day’ business
development)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 qualified business ideas 

 
Black box  
of idea 
generation 

1000  
ideas 

FIGURE 1: The funnel

through built-for-purpose processes largely deter-
mined by leadership. It is important to underline
that the innovation outcome itself is not consid-
ered as controllable – the aim in effect is to make
something new – but the innovation process and
its managerial characteristics, e.g. organizational
structure, incentive system, budget process, prior-
ity setting, etc., are definitely seen as controllable
or manageable. In this aesthetic business innova-
tion is centred on the purposeful structuration of
emergence. In arguing this point of view, Nor-
mann (2000) suggests that emergence-enabling
processes have to attend to:
• Extant cognitive frameworks and barriers in

existing internal thought processes,
• How social interaction occurs in the firm,
• Values and norms influencing behaviour –

including how the history and identity of the
firm are described,

• Relations with external actors, and
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• The constituencies of power and of the people
having power.

Collins (2001: 1998) describes internal processes
for business innovation in a similar way. Such
processes, he suggests:
• Build an organization that is ‘larger’, in the

sense-making meaning of ‘large’, than a partic-
ular CEO or a particular existing business
idea,

• Make it possible to realize objectives that oth-
ers consider mutually exclusive, for instance,
continuity and change,

• Result in defined core values or a core purpose
of the firm that guide employees over a very
long time period, and

• Maintain values that allow change and im-
provement as well as innovation and renewal.

The internal process innovation aesthetic is cen-
tred upon an institutional approach where decision
makers feel they should, and can, control innovation.
It seeks to create institutions, i.e. social and nor-
mative manifestations of objectives that govern
values and behavior. If successful, these innovative
institutions will grow larger than individuals and
become rooted in the organization. As one of the
co-sponsors of our research phrased it:

Business innovation is organizational behav-
iour, and people encourage this behaviour, or
disallow it.

Conflict and integration
In order to overcome behaviours that disallow
innovation, idea generators are encouraged to
work with implementation through well-tested
techniques. The internal process innovation aes-
thetic also often entails discourse that generates
manageable conflict and debate, manifesting 
different opinions and arguments. Scenario pro-
cesses that constructively surface conflicting
world-views, helping any one actor to rethink
what she considers unthinkable and questioning
the taken-for-granted (Schwartz, 1992; van der
Heijden, 1996) can be part of this aesthetic.

Enacting this aesthetic thus involves institu-

tionalizing structured multifunctional and multi-
disciplinary debate to constructively channel con-
flict-oriented thinking and behaviour. In this
innovation aesthetic, such institutional efforts
aim to challenge conventional wisdom, for it is in
this way that the aesthetic holds innovation will
happen. A paradox of such processes is that they
are situated in, vetted by, and financed by the
very same institutions they are set up to depart
from. The managerial challenge of this innova-
tion aesthetic is to reconcile both logics in a cre-
ative tension, maximizing discomfort without
destroying the system it is embedded in (Table 2).

Van de Ven et al. (1999) and Ramirez and
Wallin (2000) showed that innovations and their
journeys in this aesthetic very often consist of
decade-long time units. Van de Ven and his col-
leagues depict the manning of innovation initia-
tives as wolves running in packs. Because
innovations take many years, many actors, often
working part-time on an innovation, will work
on several over their careers. Knowledge devel-
oped in one innovation project will disseminate
elsewhere in the organization as people move
between innovation projects. Yet, the possibility
of the organizational ‘pack’ to run in more than
one country is seen as a real difficulty. Reputa-
tions and communities of practice spanning dif-
ferent time zones are harder to develop and
maintain than those located together. Proximity
appears vital to ensure success.

Critical issues when building a
strong internal innovation aesthetic
A major limitation of the internal-process aes-
thetic is that it may not do as well in the creation
of high quality ideas as it does in their evaluation,
support, and (when it succeeds) exploitation. If
innovation depends on the ‘right’ idea to start
with, as this aesthetic assumes, the promises and
limitations of ‘ideation’ workshops in their
attempt to rethink the existing mind-set of a
given business logic, are this innovation aesthet-
ic’s most poignant defining factor and the inter-
nal support process must continually fight for the
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idea’s potential to be safeguarded. This inherent
difficulty was nicely captured by Ciaran McGin-
ley, at the European Patent Office:

The most frequent killer of ideas that I have
seen in all my working life at the EPO is igno-
rance of what is possible. I would be very rich
if, for every time I heard, ‘Ah, I didn’t realize
that was possible’ I received 100 Deutsche
Marks. Yet, on the other hand, ignorance of
such barriers is bliss – frequently it is the
‘dumb’ question that is brilliant.

Accepted and unquestioned perspectives of what is
and is not possible kill too many innovation possi-
bilities in this aesthetic – even quite late in a given
initiative. It is because people have realized this to
be the case that ‘intrapreneurship’, corporate ven-
turing, and spin out activities have flourished.

In the internal process innovation aesthetic
another important defining factor is what at-
tracts, and what impedes, managers and profes-
sionals to join innovation initiatives. Table 3
depicts some of these forces.

It is typically the larger companies and organi-

zations that excel in the internal-process innova-
tion aesthetic. A typical mode is the more tradi-
tional approach using R&D labs as the source of
innovation. The Finnish marine engine manufac-
turer Wärtsilä has been very successful in using
labs to design marine engines leading to a strong
business. Other famous examples are AT&T’s
Bell Laboratories, which was taken up by Lucent
after the de-merger, and Xerox’s PARC, which
Xerox failed to sell when it entered financial trou-
ble. Partly big firms favour this innovation aes-
thetic because of their financial resources, partly
because they have large workforces they can
mobilize internally, obtaining considerable requi-
site variety (Ashby, 1956/1969). Thus, Shell’s
Gamechanger has some 90,000 employees it can
call upon at any one time. Such numbers are
impossible to match by smaller companies. Firms
sometimes also extend these aesthetic to internal-
ize staff working for subcontractors and alliance
and joint-venture partners. In this way, Shell can
access 800,000 professionals. A growing trend is
to extend the internalization to include suppliers
and customers, and sometimes also competitors,
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TABLE 2: CONFLICT AS A SOURCE OF INNOVATION

Managed conflict is a key to success in this innovation aesthetic. Examples of conflicts inherent in the
internal process innovation aesthetic:

• Initial innovation ideas proliferate into many that develop into parallel and/or divergent forms.
• Setbacks and mistakes will be encountered.
• Multiple criteria – for success and failure – will co-exist, often not aligned with each other. As one manager

we interviewed expressed it: ‘We expect disagreement, disconnection, and heterogeneity.’
• Manning innovation projects involves discontinuities. Most people participate part-time, and there are

always those who are promoted out of, or into, ongoing innovation efforts.
• Top management mentors, sponsors, criticizes, and institutionalizes innovation. The four roles are often in

conflict with each other. Sometimes a single manager plays multiple roles. When one or more of these roles
is not appropriately attended to, this will contribute to higher rates of innovation failure (Van de Ven et al.,
1999).

• Implementation can happen very early, while innovations can extend over long periods of time. Innovation
processes are often not linear, based on predefined stages or steps. Non-linear, i.e. ‘chaotic’ in the
mathematical sense, causalities are to be reckoned with, and managed.

• In general, the innovation process stops when resources run out or when implementation succeeds
(Van de Ven et al., 1999).

• Reinvention is often at work.
• Individuals, and the teams to which they belong, are assumed to be people who like to innovate. 

The problem is that organizational routines, and – too often – immediate bosses, disallow this energy 
from manifesting itself positively. The internal managed innovation often spends huge resources on 
removing blockages, more than on providing incentives.
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for example, Ericsson-Nokia-Alcatel-Siemens-
NTT-Docomo-Tandy in the development of
GSM (Ramirez & Wallin, 2000).

Measuring in the internal-process
innovation aesthetic
While managers often believe that ‘what gets
measured gets done’, it is not surprising that
there are a number of dimensions in the internal-
process aesthetic that can be and are measured.

Table 4 shows examples of indicators of success in
the internal-process aesthetic.

EXTERNAL-JOLT AESTHETIC
This innovation aesthetic assumes existing organ-
izations sooner or later become dormant and
need an external jolt to wake up and re-vitalize
them. In this aesthetic, innovation is depicted as
an external event that, if successful, ‘kicks’ a sus-
tainable business cycle into motion. The view is
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TABLE 4: INDICATORS OF INNOVATION IN INTERNAL PROCESS

Effectiveness indicators of internal-process innovation can include:

• Number of ideas ‘captured’ or ‘generated’
• Number of ‘live’ initiatives in the funnel
• Dollars generated by innovations ‘delivered’ at the end of the funnel vs. dollars spent in funnel up-keep
• Extent to which seeking and constructively developing internal conflicts and debates has been obtained
• Extent to which seeking disagreements with the official views (particularly of the future) in and of the company 

has been obtained
• Success rates in linking fundamentally different people and competencies to each other
• Extent to which culture safeguards disagreement and non-conformity
• Number of critical counterparts engaged with internally
• Number of diverse skills and competencies to enact plausible new business initiatives that have been marshalled
• Extent to which culture tolerates or values change and novelty, particularly in organizations in which the majority 

culture frowns upon these, formally and – particularly – informally.
• Contagion rates – innovativeness is contagious and so these metrics attempt to evaluate the epidemic’s advance

rates.
• Clear accountabilities for four key roles: mentoring,sponsoring, criticizing, and institutionalizing innovation.
• Effects on HR (employee attraction, retention and commitment).
• Effects on corporate culture and social capital/reputation (‘most admired’ company/executive)
• Proportion of sales depending on (recent year) internally generated innovation efforts
• Number of patents, value of patent portfolio
• R&D expenditure as a percentage of sales

• Innovation is felt to be more meaningful than 
alternatives ways of using time.

• Innovation is fun.
• Innovation is challenging or developmental.
• Innovation is considered ‘serious’ by peers.
• The reputation of people who have already 

joined is high.
• Innovation enhances reputation or employability.
• One was ‘poached’ by an aggressive manager.
• Top management supports it.
• Allows one to re-address regretted previous 

compliance constructively.

• Career advancement is within silos, not transversal.
• Reputation is established per discipline and/or profession, 

not across them.
• Inappropriate reputation mechanisms exist for the grey 

zones in which innovation takes place. One will not be 
recognized for the efforts.

• ‘Being poached’ from existing business projects to the 
innovation project creates personal bitterness and bad will
– there is no clear upside.

• Innovation is a one-way street. The probability to return 
from innovation to other activities or original skill pool
with valuable and attractive ‘lessons learnt’ is very low. 
Innovation ‘does not pay’.

TABLE 3: REASONS WHY PEOPLE JOIN OR DO NOT JOIN INNOVATION PROJECTS

Why people join innovation projects Why people who might innovate avoid innovation projects
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that an inventor ‘hits upon’ an idea, by invention
or discovery, and alone or with others develops a
business model that makes that invention sustain-
able. Certainly, many companies, and even indus-
tries, are understood according to this logic.
Xerox and the firm Tetra Pak are examples
(Ramirez & Wallin, 2000). 

A good example of how this innovation aes-
thetic is graphically expressed is offered by Van
der Heijden (1996: 69) in Figure 2.

While many new organizations are born
through this innovation aesthetic, a challenge for
this aesthetic is to reconcile its mode of innova-
tion with already existing organizations. The liter-
ature on organizational change is replete with
efforts to this effect – the best known being the
creation of crises and the acquisition of compa-
nies with specific expertise. Famous examples
include Welch’s ‘become number one or two in
your industry, or be sold or closed down’ in GE
and the acquisition of Amersham by GE to create
GE Health Care.

Essence of externally driven
business innovation in this aesthetic
In this aesthetic, innovation is considered to take
place in short, memorable events that pinpoint
phase-change transformations. While such events
can be internal, most such jolts in this aesthetic
are taken to come from the outside, transforming
what competitors, customers or suppliers previ-
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FIGURE 2: Key characteristics of process behind
the external-jolt aesthetic

ously thought impossible into new possibilities
(e.g., Tetra Pak’s UHT milk). People with the gift
for this aesthetic attract potential employees
working for rivals and investors to secure success.
Michael Lewis’ (2001) account of Jim Clarke,
who founded Silicon Graphics, Netscape, and
Healtheon – each worth over one billion USD at
their peak – is a superb example of this innova-
tion aesthetic.

External jolts can be a bad surprise as well as a
positive discovery or invention. Losing exclusivity
on a patent, or finding out that fraud has been
committed are examples. Negative jolts point out
that innovation efforts have been misdirected. An
example is LM Ericsson’s losses in the first years
of the new millennium that stem, according to an
article in Financial Times, to its failure to bring in
innovative product design, concentrating too
much of its innovation effort on the internal
technical workings of the devices. 

Whole business models can be based on the
external-jolt innovation aesthetic. A well-known
example is that of Cisco. As opposed to AT&T-
Lucent’s extensive use of the renowned Bell Labs,
Cisco does not depend upon large in-house R&D
facilities. Instead it actively and systematically
seeks out breakthroughs – radical innovations in
its external context – that aim to change the
game. To succeed with this innovation aesthetic,
Cisco developed a sophisticated system to see and
detect such jolts, and to profit from them by sign-
ing alliances, partnerships, creating joint ventures,
or acquiring the organizations that had made
them come about. At one point it was gobbling
up at least one start-up company a week. The
example shows that the aesthetic explanation is at
least as compelling as the contingency theory one:
two perfectly good companies in the ‘same’ indus-
try choose two different modes of innovation.
Our research did not extend to interviewing the
managers that chose each mode, but suggests that
doing so by concentrating on their aesthetic pref-
erences is worthwhile research to pursue. In the
same way, Shell’s Chemical Business division uses
a ‘hunter team’ whose main purpose is to scan the
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external world for interesting innovations and
new ideas that can be useful for Shell. Clearly
part of the reason for doing so is that the inter-
nal-process aesthetic manifested in Gamechanger
is felt to have its limitations.

It is not surprising that companies and their
managers pay attention to externally generated
jolts, proactively and not just passively. A proac-
tive approach involves establishing a presence in
innovative clusters. One example is Telia-Sonera,
the Nordic telecommunications operator, who
opened up an office for exactly this purpose in Sil-
icon Valley. This enables them to be attentive to,
and even participate in, such external jolts. The
only reason to take such action is a deep belief in
the external-jolt aesthetic. Telia-Sonera invests in
exposure to, and participation in, external jolts
that produce innovation. It feels this way in part
because in such richly interactive constellations of
actors, competition is difficult – or impossible –
to define and study ex-ante. Industry borders are
ever more blurred as technologies converge and as
companies seeking greater shares of customers’
wallets compete with each other regardless of the
‘industry’ the SEC classifies them into. A good
example is that of the US-based truck leasing
company Ryder that redefined the truck industry
(see Normann & Ramirez, 1998). It is often
‘Prime movers’, i.e. companies who alter the rules
of the game and set new competitive standards
(Ramirez & Wallin, 2000), that exert such jolts on
unsuspecting others.

Critical issues in the external-jolt
innovation aesthetic
Discourse in the external-jolt aesthetic is centred
on connecting people and organizations to each
other – and to the events they produce when they
interact. This is evident in the clusters that 
geographically concentrate knowledge-intensive
activities into face-to-face (F2F) interfaces. F2F
interfaces are helped by, but not replaced by, the
jet and the Internet because they make it possible
to share tacit knowledge, in real time and inti-
mate space. Videoconferences, e-mail, and/or

phone have limitations in sensing the other, as
Ciborra’s (1996) research on groupware’s impact
on teamwork showed.

The ‘wolves’ generating innovation are in this
aesthetic seen as producing innovative events –
most often outside the firm. In this aesthetic the
firm should be exposed to the wolf pack – in the
cluster or the trade show or the academic confer-
ence – to be an early or unique benefactor of it, as
Cisco illustrates. Jolts in clusters or inter-company
consortia or alliance are ‘external’ to the single firm
even if the firm has a representative in it. Such
arrangements are – by definition – inter-organiza-
tional. Moreover, these arrangements are often
risky, and results elusive. The history of Xerox
shows how difficult it was to coalesce the constella-
tion of partners it needed to make the innovation
work – with Rand finally making the difference
(Ramirez & Wallin, op. cit.). The same can be said
of Nokia with both GSM and Symbian.

While the internal-process aesthetic relies on
an internal institutional set-up, the external-jolt
one is based on brilliant individuals such as
Clarke, and/or on inter-organizational arrange-
ments. Lawson & Lorenz (1999) suggest well-
functioning clusters exhibit:
1. Structures and norms that enhance sharing of

knowledge, i.e. that counteract quasi-rents
from individual knowledge where knowledge
is kept from others. They strike a balance
between cooperation and competition.

2. Processes or functions stimulating face-to-
face contact. These include public and infor-
mal meeting-places – like restaurants or bars,
high mobility of expertise between different
companies, and an outwardly recognizable
feeling of shared identity within the cluster
as such.

3. A multitude of competencies – including the
co-presence of different kinds of knowledge-
intensive firms. A ‘cluster’ is fundamentally
different from an agglomeration of similar
firms. If the variety in the existing knowledge
pool is low, companies cannot find the com-
plementary capabilities innovation requires.
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While not all external jolt innovations are clus-
ter-based, cluster characteristics need to be made
available for such external jolts to become actual
innovations – in conferences, trade shows,
alliances, or consortia. In the external-jolt 
aesthetic, the ‘aha!’s innovations produce can 
lead to joint creation, not only of new offerings,
but also – and more fundamentally – of new
industry infrastructure or/and a dominant
design. Paradoxical incongruity is part and parcel
of this aesthetic. While co-producers compete
with each other, they also co-produce a new
playing field. The banks and other players that
enabled VISA or Mastercard payment systems to
become enacted are examples (Ramirez &
Wallin, op. cit.) (Table 5).

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
We have presented two different and largely
incompatible aesthetics with which innovation is
sensed and felt. We have suggested that what
‘feels right’ to decision makers makes a difference
on what is enacted, made sense of, and related to
by managers as well as researchers. The incompat-
ibility between both aesthetics seems to apply to
most situations.

We suggest that the two approaches are in par-
ticular incompatible within one person, for it is
in a person that feelings are manifested. Aesthetic
understanding is so personal that one individual
can feel securely coherent in only one type of aes-
thetic at a time. Over their life time people can
change their mind if there is evidence that one
approach feels better than the other, but feeling
comfortable with both aesthetics simultaneously
with reference to a single situation is uncommon.

Both approaches can be rendered compatible
within a large company if there are different –
buffered – units that are governed by each of the
aesthetics. Yet, even when a firm exhibits both
aesthetics in its organization – the case of Shell
Chemicals was mentioned earlier – one seems to
dominate the other at any given time. 

An issue we did not research is whether the
manner in which a firm engages with the external
business environment may eventually lead it to
switch to an external jolt aesthetic. In a similar
reasoning, overdependence on external sources
may trigger management into investing to devel-
op an internal process aesthetic.

What is similar between the two
aesthetics?
Both aesthetics assume business innovation to
entail cognitive processes shaped by emotion
(Damasio, 2000), but with different emotions or
feelings relating to each one. In the internal-
process one, innovation can be planned for, con-
trolled, and ‘housed’ or hosted – even if one does
not know for sure what the payoff will be, or
when. In the negative sense of domestication, in
the ‘internal-process’ aesthetic, innovation can be
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TABLE 5: CHARACTERISTICS OF INNOVATION IN THE
EXTERNAL-JOLT AESTHETIC

Aspects inherent to innovation in the external-jolt
aesthetic:

• Innovation ideas happen now and then, in an 
ad-hoc, unplanned, and unmanaged way, and 
can be marshalled to develop parallel and/or 
divergent forms of actual business initiatives.

• Setbacks, paradoxes, misunderstandings, and 
mistakes will be encountered.

• Surprise detection and capture is the name of the
game, although the game can also be extended 
into moving into, or placing an office in, surprise-
prone neighbourhoods.

• Strict logical cause–effect relationships will not be
the chosen road to innovation. Chance matters. 
Efforts are directed to increase the probability 
of luck.

• Innovation is felt to consist of punctuated events 
of varying length, not as a continuous built-in 
function of the organization.

• Individuals’ energy to innovate is ‘out there’ more 
than ‘in here’, and must be ‘captured and 
connected to’, more than ‘released and 
strengthened’, by top management.

• Hunting and gathering, more than sowing and 
reaping, captures the sense of how innovations 
that matter happen. Multi organizational 
arrangements of different types must be a night 
priority in the managerial agenda, with senior 
people dedicated to it.

• Investing in external network (alumnae, ex-clients, 
university collaborations) is important.
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co-opted and mastered. In the external-jolt aes-
thetic, innovation feels like it is something wild,
unpredictable and accidental – even if one active-
ly can seek contexts in which the likelihood of
being jolted is high. Innovation involves actively
seeking, searching for, discovering, recognizing,
and/or preparing for accidents that in that very
vague sense are ‘planned for’. Innovation here is
not and can not be domesticated – it is only
upon its being rendered viable as a business that
it can be captured and then be internalized. 

How do the aesthetics differ?
While both aesthetics underline the importance
of connections that feel right, the internal-process
one focuses on those situated within a large
organization; while the external-jolt one focuses
on events, occasions, meetings, and relations
between organizations.

As to the ‘management of innovation’, this is
precisely what managers in the internal-process
aesthetic consider they do – even if the outcome
remains uncertain. On the other hand, in the
external-jolt aesthetic what is managed is restrict-
ed to engaging with likely jolt sources and
authors of recent jolts, and neither the innovation
itself nor the process by which it comes about is
‘managed’.

The positive sense about innovation in the
internal–process aesthetic is that it is contained,
and the assumption is that the organization con-
taining the innovation will nourish it and in turn
be nourished back. The humour that accompa-
nies creativity (Koestler, 1969) is taken to be more
compatible with the organization in the internal-
process aesthetic of innovation than it is in the
external-jolt aesthetic. In the external-jolt aesthet-
ic the sense about innovation is that the organiza-
tion and its culture – centred on producing
whatever has made it successful – impede or at
least not favour innovation. Innovation is never-
theless a valued option, which is therefore placed
outside the organization, where it flourishes and
from where it can be – perhaps – brought in.

It follows from this that organizational identity

in the internal-process aesthetic is an asset sup-
porting innovation whereas in the external-jolt
aesthetic this organizational identity is often
regarded as a liability by managers in the innovat-
ing organization. The creation of ‘First Direct’
bank by HSBC obeyed to the external-jolt aes-
thetic – Olins and his colleagues shared the sense
with the responsible managers that the HSBC
culture and organization would have killed the
new form of bank had it been situated within
(Olins, 2003). This is also what happened to
Tetra Pak’s originators, who out-sourced it from
the packaging company they managed (Ramirez
& Wallin, op. cit.). This is what the corporate
‘venturing’ mode of ‘intrapreneurship’ suggests
too. Anger, hate, and conflicts associated with
innovation acts are not contained within organi-
zations in the external-jolt aesthetic, they are
externalized – along with the joy, excitement, and
thrill – until proof of concept allows the entity to
be brought to the fold. In this way both aesthetics
are also organizational aesthetics (Ramirez, 1991;
Strati, 1999), not only innovation ones.

The internal-process aesthetic innovation
depends on the belief that managerial compe-
tence and organizational characteristics can gen-
erate innovation more or less continuously –
innovation is here part and parcel of the everyday
activity of the organization. The external-jolt aes-
thetic holds that business innovation stems from
exceptional jolts that are event-centered, limited
in time and space, and distinct from the every-
day of the organization.

In the internal-process aesthetic, implementa-
tion is meant to be a seamlessly interconnected
element within the innovation journey although
it often is not. In the external-jolt one, a distinc-
tion between discovery and invention, on the one
hand, and recognition, appropriation, and enact-
ment, on the other, is evident. Shell’s interest in
renewable energy sources in the 1990s as depict-
ed in the book ‘Leading the Revolution’ (Hamel,
2000: 175–184) illustrates this distinction –
which in this case included a difficult managerial
change. Georges Dupont-Roc had joined Shell’s
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planning group in 1993 to work with scenarios.
This work is described as examining which exter-
nal jolts will plausibly hit the firm within a given
time frame. Dupont-Roc and others looked into
the future:

I saw the potential for renewable energy
sources to reduce their costs and take market
share from traditional energy sources, going
from a small niche to a serious competitor in
the way that oil did at the beginning of the
twentieth century.

(Georges Dupont-Roc: 177)

Shell was not easily convinced, but relentless
efforts and numerous speeches all over the world
by Dupont-Roc and others gathered increasing
support from subsidiary managers and the estab-
lishment of a new division – International
Renewables – in 1997. The story in the book
indicates how the appreciation of an external jolt,
i.e. changed energy sources, came from a new
understanding of the environment, and – as the
external-jolt aesthetic supposes – overcoming
established corporate views required considerable
effort. In the end, however, while the company
made renewable energy sources to become part of
its business, the external-jolt discoverer, Dupont-
Roc, was not asked to head the new division, and
he left Shell.

It is true that the individual identifying an
external jolt innovation may not be the best
adopter and manager of the business it spawns.
Yet the people involved in an innovation are
often those best able ‘to live the innovation’ – to
paraphrase Wally Olins. This is one of the chal-
lenges in the external jolt innovation aesthetic.

Essence of the aesthetic approach
to business innovation
Our research made us realize that an innovation
is aesthetically experienced. The pattern of inno-
vation is felt and made sense of. This involves
not only the heads, but also the intuition and
guts of the managers involved. The form of these
aesthetics can be rendered explicit in archetypes

or ‘ideal types’ in Max Weber’s sense. These pro-
vide referents for managers to examine not only
how they experience/feel/make sense of an inno-
vation, but also to better determine the conse-
quences these feelings hold for the type of
innovation they will enact.

While the distinction between both innova-
tion aesthetics is not too distant from Burns and
Stalker’s between mechanistic and organismic
innovation (1961), our distinction is not contin-
gent on the external environment – as is theirs –
but on what ‘feels right’ to individual managers
or management teams. The type of knowledge
manifested in terms of ‘what feels right’ entails
what Max Weber’s treated as empathy, and 
which he too considered to be an essential way to
know organizations. This empathy-as-knowledge
approach has been abandoned in the modern
understanding of organizational knowledge,
which favoured objective, scientific, detached
understanding, as Strati (1999) has so powerfully
argued. But as strategy research moves beyond
this modern mode (Whittington, 2003), it 
must re-connect with what practitioners feel.
Whittington proposes that strategy research 
must reconnect with the sociological; this article
proposes that it must reconnect with the 
social psychology of emotion, and the cognitive
psychology and neurobiology of consciousness,
which has also found that knowledge is, first and
foremost, emotional (Damasio, 2000).

The two aesthetics we have proposed are ‘ideal
types’ in Weber’s sense. This does not mean that
they are ideals one must strive to approximate in
practice; it does mean that they are ‘pure’ arche-
types that different practices will approximate
more or less well, but which provide a reference
that allow practitioners to situate their own
action and to better understand the implications
of what they feel they ought to do.

While we will finish by providing an overview
of the managerial implications of each aesthetic,
we here highlight aspects of how each of the two
innovation aesthetics feels.
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Feelings in the internal-process
aesthetic
Positive/developmental feelings can include:
• Satisfaction at seeing a well designed, smooth

running machine, gather, evaluate, and sup-
port actual innovations in a fair and profes-
sional way

• Pride in getting ‘the best out of the people we
already have’

• Excitement at having the entrepreneurial spirit
alive in a bureaucracy

• Confidence stemming from securing inter-
functional or inter-departmental collaboration
that is otherwise rare

• Confidence in being able to innovate enough
to satisfy survival and even growth conditions
in the future

• The ‘buzz’ that comes with intellectual curiosi-
ty working effectively

• Internally generated internal and external
recognition.

Negative/regressive feelings (that if strong can push
one to favour the external-jolt aesthetic) can include:
• Arrogance – no one does this better than we

do
• Overconfidence in own people
• Blindness to what is being done outside
• Lack of interest in ‘other ways’ and ‘other

fields’, and – generally – ‘others’
• Burnout – doing too much internally
• Groupthink – too little external challenge
• Smugness – we are OK, thank you very much
• Cynicism – no one has tried this before, why

should we?
• Dissociation/splitting: we innovators are far

more exciting/superior than those operational
people over there.

Feelings in the external-jolt aesthetic
Positive/developmental feelings can include:
• Excitement in meeting counterparts with

whom conversation ‘sparks’ and is mutually
enriching (Zeldin, 1998)

• Satisfaction at seeing a external ideas captured,
adopted, and adapted into new products

• Pride in getting ‘the best people the world
offers to work with us’, in being the ‘preferred’
partner

• Personal development through challenging
own assumptions, or widening one’s world by
discovering the worlds of others

• The confidence that securing inter-organiza-
tional collaborations (alliances, joint ventures,
consortia) that are otherwise rare affords

• Serenity in being able to innovate enough to
satisfy survival and even growth conditions in
the future

• The ‘buzz’ that comes with intellectual curiosi-
ty working effectively

• Co-generated internal and external recogni-
tion.

Negative/regressive feelings (that if strong can push
one to favour the internal-process aesthetic) can
include:
• Arrogance – our counterparts are not as good

at this as we thought they were
• Insecurity – our people are not as good at this

as we think our counterparts thought they
were

• Blindness to what is already being done by
insiders not mobilised to interact with the out-
side world

• Feeling over-stretched in trying to cover too
many fields/subjects/countries/conferences,
which may lead to burn out

• Exceeding one’s absorptive capacity – failure to
link external learning to implementable action

• NIMBY – ‘this could be tried out, but “not in
my back yard” ’

• Cynicism – my best people are being stolen
away into these new, peripheral, external activ-
ities – why support them?

• Dissociation/splitting: the outsiders are more
interesting than the insiders

• Fatigue after all that travelling.

The managerial implications of each aesthetic are
outlined in Table 6.

In this paper we have set to map two alterna-
tive ideal types or archetypes of innovation, based
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on aesthetic distinctions. We hope they will help
managers and researchers alike to be more atten-
tive as to ‘what feels right’ and the consequences
of acting out those feelings.
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